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EDITORIALS BY CLAUDE LENGLE
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Pausing a moment pen in hand with checkbook open before him one of the
stockholders in this journal to whom the editor applied for payment for two
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shares of previously subscribed for stock said
I know that you will got out a good paper but I hope you will not think
it necessary to take a crack at creation
I
No we WILL NOT take a crack at creation
We do not feel called on to take a crack at creation
We do not think it necessary to take a crack at creation
Freed from the environment of slang placed around it by the phrase of our
stockholder the word creation brings before the mental vision all that is wonderful in tho works of Him who ruled by infinite love and guided by infinite wis
dom caused the earth which overpowers the feeble human mind with its vast
extent its majestic powers and its inexhaustible stores of all things needful toman to be numbered among the least of ills works
Viewed in this light creation is to be reverenced for by no other than Divine
power could it have been
We humbly acknowledge our obligation to hold sacred the beneficent worksof the Creator
If we feel called on to take a crack at anything it will be at things that
pervert the blessings of creation and at men who misuse the freedom of will
granted to them by the Creator in an attempt to make creation minister to their
base and selfish desires and by this practice to distort the Divine will that
designed creation for the good of all
We will have to qualify our statement that we will not take a crack at
creation by saying that we will not take a crack at ALL CREATION For the
general term Creation includes all things created whether good or bad
Creation includes the delicately beautiful Easter lily and the coarse and rank
fungus that grows nearby tho silver throated songbird und tho foul serpent that
devours it the Godlike face of the child and tho disease that mars its beauty
the divinely illuminated mind of the full statucd man and the evil temptationthat turns it away from truth
We WILL take a crack at some things in creation when by doing so we
can contribute our mite to maintaining the right use of creation
To illustrate tho distinction we make between taking a crack at creation
and taking a crack at some things in creation Artist Taylor has prepared a car
toon which we present as part of this editorial
The tomato plant is used as an example Its deep green foliage encom
passing its bright red fruit gives a contrast of color that delights the eye In its
perfect state this plant produces abundantly of a luscious nutritious easily
assimilated fruit good for man to cat
The tomato plant is one of the GOOD THINGS of creation
Imperfect conditions of soil and lack of attention gives the ugly green worm
its opportunity Its larva finds lodgment on a leaf of tho plant and in a short
time the worm is produced which feeds on the delicate leaves increases in size
and vigor and if undisturbed will either destroy tho plant completely or so
weaken it that imperfect fruit will be produced
The tomato worm is one of the BAD THINGS of creationIn the garden of human endeavor our aim will be to preserve the tomato
plants by picking oil the worms without stopping to consider that the bugs
might not like it that they might get hurt and that our hands might bo soiled
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fever was no longer in Pen
The announcement made last week that yellow
from the heart of every citizensacola caused a prayer of thankfulness to ascend
of this Stateup in the
It caused rejoicing among all people for there are none so bound
not afflict them
affairs of this busy world that a tale of human suffering will

in spirit
dreadful
For the people of Pensacola and of other Southern cities where the
active from the
visitor has left his trail of suffering our sympathy has been
no lessbeginning and at the end our congratulations are extended to them in

a

measure-

As long ago as twentythree hundred years the Greek physician Hippocrates
advanced the theory that disease in the human body was a danger signal warning
the person to whom the disease came to stop violating the laws of nature that
sickness in animal organisms was an attempt of nature to throw off impurities
¬
gathered by improper feeding lack of exercise absence of cleanliness and imperfect breathing
In this day the doctors in the absence of a sounder theory are saying just
what the learned Greek said
Applying the warning theory of the man of Greece and the men of AmericaI
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its rather late

to mention them but the performances last week of
one William Randolph Hearst and one William Travers Jerome of Now York
were so startling of such farreaching street on the political history of this
country that we cannot pass them by
Both these men headed a revolt against boss rule in politics both went
beyond party lines to rebuke corruption in the party and both achieved a won
derful victory
Hearst has long been active by word and deed in the fight against dishonesty
in public office Ho has stood boldly for the principles of democracy when others
were fainthearted in the cause and laggards in the fight He has been a strict
party man when tho party platform was not to his liking Ho stood almost alone
among editors of tho great New York papers in championing Bryans cause in
1800 and again in 1000
to
Aroused at last by the rotten condition of New York City politics and
despairing of bringing about reforms within tho party ho consented to lead an
independent movement which his exposure of conditions had started and won out
Whatever may bo the result of the recount of the ballots the 225000 votes
that wore counted for Hearst showed that even Tammany can be defeated when it
flaunts its political crimes too boldly in tho face of the people of New York
Hearst has been called among other things a dangerous man but he is a
man of courage and a fighter who does not know how to quit
Ho has administered a rebuke to political corruption that is bound to do
good to the entire country
The ease of Jerome was even more remarkable Ho is a unique figure in
American politics Casting aside all precedent and brushing away rules long
established for the presentation of candidates ho went straight to the people and
gave them the choice of boss rule with its galaxy of evils that tend to destroy
free government or the blessings of a government by the people
Jerome went back to first principles of free government when the peoples
will is expressed direct by the people themselves
That Jerome won is an encouraging sign that this government will be a free
so
gc 7Brnment because the people will have it
V Hail to Jerome and HearsWe know
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We notice St Lukes Hospital is in need of funds It is about time that
supported by taxation and not be de
Jacksonville had a hospital that would be
charitable inclination of the citizens The citizens have always
ti

pendenton the
htapital
responded but it is not the beat way to maintain a
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to the Pensacola case we should begin right now to correct the conditions that
caused yellow fever to gain a footing in this State
We note that a quarantine convention was held in Chattanooga last week
VERY GOOD-

Quarantines are necessary when an infectious disease makes it appearanceand it is well to discuss them so as to get the best
BUT A PREVENTIVE CONVENTION
Appeals to us as the proper thing to hold second place on the program
Lets have this preventive convention by all means as SOON AS POSSIBLE
Governor Broward is the right man to call it and we pass the suggestion
up to him

Globetrotter Taft who is also celebrated as holderdown of the lid is
no
sooner landed from Panama than he begins to talk politics Bill the
Busy Boy
bashfulness

is not troubled by

The Republican slate has been made and the faithful who have
been left
off will have to wait for eddys third term
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